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OverView

The final list of Search systems would be

We have a problem, we want people to visit our Web site, that's the purpose after all to bring people 
to our website and increase traffic inorder to buy soundspirit products and learn more about them.

Almost 80 percent of new site visits begin at search engines. A couple of years back Nielsen published 
a list of popular search engines.

•Google
•AOL
•Yahoo
•MSN
•AskJeeves
•InfoSpace
•AltaVista
•Overture
•Netscape
•EarthLink
•Looksmart
•Lycos

We need to make sure that our website is indexed by important search systems, remember that 
search systems in turn power search engines.

For example Yahoo did not have its own search results until around 2004, its results were powered by 
Google search system, then Yahoo bought Inktomi (it is a search system) and now Yahoo also has its 
own search system, also Netscape and earthlink and many other smaller serach engines are powered 
by google. So to get in any of the popular search engines we need to publish the site in search 
systems that power it.

•Google
•Yahoo
•The Open Directory Project
•Inktomi
•Teoma/AskJeeves
•AltaVista

SEO
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Our plan of Action

Keyword Analysis
Media 

Create Readable pages

Media

Create keyworded pages

Register with the search systems

Get other sites to link to your site

Register with shopping indexes

“  Make your site useful and then tell people about it ”

Now we know which important search systems on the web we need to attack.
The next step is to how to get Madam soundspirit and its products in this systems and also to make 
sure that they rank high and people traffic on the site should increase.

Qamar will do Keyword analysis. To rank high in the search engines, we need to determine 
what we need to pop up as a high ranking search result in a particular search engine. We need to 
decide which keywords and keyword phrases we want to rank.  A keyword analysis is a best way to 
select keywords and decide which you should target. 

If we want our site to rank high, then we need to ensure that our web pages are easily readable by 
search engine spiders and bots. Millions of pages on the web cannot be read by spiders or bots and 
never make it in the results of search engine. Learning from our experience with working for several 
clients Qamar  SEO team has observed that Google understands black text on white 
background. So jazzy flash intros and text inside images are a big NO.

Having readable pages is just the start. Next we have to put keywords into pages,i.e in the right 
places and in the right format.

Once Madam's web pages are ready to be indexed we shall register it with various search systems so 
that they are indexed and show up in results whenever  necessary.

We shall register Madam's URL with various other sites that directly or indirectly deal with 
Soundspirit and its products and which talk about various diseases that soundspirit claims to cure.

As we would be selling soundspirit products, it's a good idea to register with the shopping indexes.

The secret but essential rule of Web Success
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How we shall achieve and execute our plan of action.

Understanding the importance of keywords
•When we go to search engine and try to find something, we type in a word, or several words, and 
click the search button. The search engine then looks in its index for those words.
•Pages that contain the exact phrase
•Pages that don't have exact phrase but do have individual words in close proximity
•Pages that have words pointing to them in which link text containing the words

Also 
•Is the keyword phrase found in bold text?
•In italic text?
•In bulleted text?
•In text larger than most of the other text?
•In heading text <H>..</H> tags?

We shall do keyword analysis, to check and see what people are actually searching for on the web. 
You'll discover that words which we were positive people would use are rarely searched. 
•Identify the obvious keywords
•Looking at Website's access log
•Examining competitors keyword tags
•Brainstorming with colleagues

Then looking at our list .. Obvious spelling mistakes, Synonyms, split or merged words, singular and 
plurals, hyphenated words, geo specific words, Other companies' names and product names

•Using keyword tool
•Overture search term suggestion tool

Search engines were originally academic research tools designed to find text information. Hence 
serach engines mostly index text.. that is, content.

Search engines need something to base their judgement on. When we type a search term into a 
search engine. The serch engine looks for the words that are provided. So a web site built with few 
words is at a disadvantage right from the start.

•Limit the use of Multimedia
•Use text, not graphics
•Use Alt text
•Avoid frames

Picking Powerful keywords

We need to think like our prey

A bias for content

Important things to do
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•Make it easy to move around
•Provide different ways to find things
•Use long link text
•Don't keep restructuring
•Spell check and edit

A content rich website should have lots and lots of information. What we should be concerned about 
is text, words that the search engines can read. Adding product reviews is one effective way to add 
content.Websites and email newsletter. Grab a few articles from other sites.

Message board areas can be very powerful, in more than one way. Setting up a message board also 
known as forum or Bulletin board system (BBS) allows site visitors to place keywords in the site

A sort of diaries. They're the systems that allow someone to write any kind of musings they want and 
publish directly to website. Blogs are an important way to allow the site visitors to create content for 
you.

Pick one or two phrases per page
We are going to optimize each page for one or two keyword phrases. We shall create the page in such 
a manner that it has a good chance of ranking well for the chosen keyword phrase or phrases.

•Check for keyword prominence 
•Watch keyword density
•Place keyword throughout the site

•Creating Web pages
•Filenames
•Directory structure
<Title> Whaet grass products </Title>
<Meta  name=”Description” content=” soundspirit”, wheat”>
 <Meta  name=”Keywords” content=” Soundspirit”> 
Adding body text
Creating headers: CSS vs. <H> tags. Headers tags are very important as we are teling the serach crawler 
that these words are so important that we have placed them in <H> tags
Text formatting
Creating links
Creating navigation structures that search engines can read

Bulking up the site complete with content

Set up a Q&A or FAQ (Frequently asked question) page on 
the site.

Message boards

Blogs

Creating pages that search engines love
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The next step would be to submit the pages into search 
engines and Directories.

Once the site is submitted we shall use link popularity to 
Boost the position

Page rank algorithm

Once we submit the site to many search engines, search systems and Directories, then we shall list 
the web site with major yellow pages companies.

Google uses links pointing at a site as another factor in determining if the site was a good match for a 
search. Each link to a site was a vote for the site, and the more votes the site received, the better a 
site is regarded by google.

To rank well today, we need to use links to vote the site up in the search engines. Links pointing ti a 
web page also do several things like:

•Links make it easier for search engines to find the page.
Search engines use the number of links pointing to a page as an indicator of the page's value.
Links not only bring search bots but also people to the page.

•Understanding Page rank
Search engines assign a value to your site based on the links pointing to it. PageRank is frequently 
used in the search engine optimization field.

PR(A)=(I-d) + d(PR(t1)/C(t1) +..+ PR(tn)/ C(tn))
Where
PR=PageRank
A=WebPage
d= A dampning factor, usually set to 0.85
t1..t1= Pages linking to wbpage A
C= The number of outbound links from page 

•What this means
As soon as a page is indexed, it has an intrinsic value known as PageRank assigned to it.
When we place a link on a page pointing to another page, the page with the link is voting for the page 
it's pointing to.Link to another page doesn't reduce PageRank of the receiving page.
Pages with no links out of them are wasting PageRank; they do not get to vote for other pages.
A single link from a dangling page can channel that PageRank back into your site.

We can increase PageRank of the site by
•Increasing the number of pages in the site
•Get links to the site from outside.
The page receiving the inbound link gets the greatest gain.
Also we shall insert keywords into the Links.
Huge Sites = Greater PageRank
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Final step is using the Shopping Directories and Retailers

•Finding the shopping Directories
The following directories are probably the most important shopping directories. Eg. Google Catalogs 
and Froogle allows free access.


